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From: "Serge BLANDIN" <Serge.BLANDIN@Wanadoo.FR>
To: "Tom Ensminger" <governmentdrone@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: Tidbits again
Date: Saturday, November 04, 2000 6:15 PM

Dear Tom,

I have got in touch with Ann Renegar and Betty Jo Holbrook. Pictures and documents 
will be mailed to them on Tuesday. I hope we will have photos in return.

B-24J-1-DT 42-51251 N-L which crashed in bad weather on April 26, 1945 ( Anderson 
crew ) went down at Whitnash ( a village SE of Royal Leamington Spa in 1944 and now 
part of the city, in Warwickshire ). Not Whitton near Limington Spa ! The exact 
location was confirmed by Tom Brittan with his usual promptness. The plane was 
salvaged on 28 April, 1945 by the 2nd Mobile Repair and Reclamation Squadron. Tom 
said he has more details somewhere in an old magazine. Until now I failed to find 
correct info about this crash.

My photos have not been sent yet, sorry. Will put them in the mail on Monday.

Just had a long message from Hugh Turner about his uncle and B-24 42-95131, old Mag 
Drop. Seems this guy has found within a few days more than I found in one year. I 
really enjoyed his web site and the info he is giving freely. Will get in touch with
him and hope to find some additional data which he may find of interest. Hugh 
mentions the fact he got  the early information about his uncle from the Heavy 
Bombers e-mail lists. I was somewhat mortified to discover that I have not this 
e-mail address. I thought I had it somewhere but failed to find anything ( I think I
sent only snailmail letters to the compilers ) . Can you help ? Don't tell anybody I
am so stupid, this site is the basic place to find info about the 8th AF heavies ! 

Another detail is puzzling me. Do you know what is the meaning of the two letters SA
often following a serial number in reports. Is it Serial Army, or Serial Aircraft as
I was told several times ? Nobody seems to be sure about it... Maybe it is something
else.

Thank you for the comments about the weekly working schedule. Same with the official
holiday time in the USA. I know the minimum official period is two weeks, but many 
have three, four or even five weeks from their employer among the friends I know. 
Can you comment ?

The official paid holiday period in France was 3 weeks for years. The socialists 
voted for 5 weeks which was a blow to many small businesses and is sometime a 
problem for the employees themselves. Maybe we will return to the old scheme with 
the next government ?

I agree with Brad who said he didn't see what pics will add to your site if it's 
just for the sake of photos, but they are necessary, in my opinion, to identify the 
staff. What is important is that pictures should be associated with the credentials 
of the people who are running the site or helping in some way. It is also important 
to underline the site is fully approved by the association. Your web site is a star 
site and those who have visited it in France all said " Bravo ! ". As for one I will
always recommend it. The Carpetbaggers were a great outfit and they deserve a great 
web site. Of course, I won't forget it means hours and hours at the keyboard for you
and a colossal effort in overhauling and updating...

I also wish the complete history in paper form will be available to all one day. As 
you know, I am now thinking of articles on missions in France and a future book ( 
possibly two volumes ) about the American supply ops in France. It is a long-term 
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project but should be feasible...

More later.

I have been limping badly since last week, probably a mild case of sciatica ? Never 
suffered from this before...

All the best,

Serge
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